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MADE AWARE

Any Texture
by Zwia Lipkin

My interest in upcycling started decades ago in an arts high 
school. There, I worked with found objects to create collages 
and assemblages and wrote a thesis on the use of trash 
in modern art. I’ve always found beauty in the worn and 
weathered, in things with layers and a past. I later became a 
historian but maintained my interest in the overlooked.

A few years ago, I attended a selection event at FabMo, a 
San Francisco Bay Area non-profit organization dedicated 
to rescuing discontinued designer samples, and my life was 
forever changed. I stopped buying new clothes, switched to 
eco products, and drove my family insane. I started working 
mostly with home décor fabrics and learned about the 
environmental impact of the textile industry. Once I ceased 
buying new fabric, I discovered that unwanted textiles 
are all around us. Now, my fabric stash is overflowing with 
showroom swatches, torn clothes, and donations from family 
and friends. 

I love working with upholstery fabrics because they are 
extremely tactile, almost three-dimensional. With an endless 
array of colors, patterns and—my favorite part—textures, they 
allow for an exciting design process. I also enjoy working with 
fabrics that have a history. I wonder which places they’ve been, 
what things they witnessed, and whose hands touched them 
along the way. Their past, even if unknown, only makes them 
more interesting. I enjoy giving discarded fabrics a new life, 
adding another chapter to their story and keeping them out of 
the landfill.

As an obsessive recycler, I’ve been striving for a zero-
waste studio from the very beginning. Over the years, I’ve 
challenged myself to find use for everything, scraps as well as 
various odds and ends that end up in my studio. This means 
I’ve been saving every little scrap (and sometimes unpicked 
thread, too). My obsession paid off when Covid-19 forced us 
into lockdown. Then, I turned to art to keep sane, and to my 
scrap treasure for an endless supply of materials.

Before the pandemic I kept my scraps in plastic boxes of various 
sizes. They were hard to reach, and were an eyesore, too. 

Zwia Lipkin, Untitled, 2021.Upcycled home décor fabrics with found 
piece of metal lath, raw edge appliqué, machine stitched, hand 
embroidered, 6 x 6 inches. All images courtesy of the artist.

Zwia Lipkin, Behold the Future!, 2021. Upcycled home décor 
fabrics and yarn, raw edge appliqué, machine stitched and 
quilted, couched, 20 x 34 inches.
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Zwia Lipkin, Wake Up Humanity!, 2021. Upcycled home décor fabrics, repurposed clothing painted with acrylic and printed fabric, raw edge 
fused appliqué, machine stitched, 16 x 20 inches.
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Eventually, I invested in a metal mesh drawer unit and organized 
my scraps by color. These drawers are now my palette and I use 
them all the time. Miraculously, the more scraps I use, the more 
there are.

The inspiration for my pieces comes from the world around me: 
the physical world, such as my garden or nature, as well as from 
the news. Recently, environmental issues don’t only dictate 
my choice of materials, but are also becoming a topic for my 
art. Most importantly, my inspiration comes from the fabrics 
themselves. I might have an idea when I start a new piece, but 
I also try to listen to what the fabric wants. I often lay scraps on 
the floor and let pieces fall together randomly. Interesting things 
happen. The end artwork is often a result of this conversation.

Zwia Lipkin playing with fabric scraps on studio floor, 2022.

Right page, top: Zwia Lipkin, Blue Planet Blues, 2021. Upcycled home 
décor fabrics and plastic bottles, raw edge piecing with machine 
stitched, hand embroidered, stamped, appliqué, 30 x 45 inches.

Right page, bottom: Zwia Lipkin hand stitching the raw edge, 
machine appliqué collage, 2021.

—Zwia Lipkin (she/her) grew up in Israel, where she received a B.A. 
in art history and east Asian studies. She later moved to California 
to earn a PhD in Chinese history from Stanford. When Zwia 
later returned to art, textiles were chosen as her main medium. 
anytexture.com  |  @anytexture

http://www.anytexture.com
https://www.instagram.com/anytexture
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